ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Online Social Networks (OSN) such as Facebook, Tweeter, MySpace etc. play an important role in our society, which is heavily influenced by the Information Technology (IT). In spite of their user friendly and free of cost services, many people still remain reluctant to use such networking sites because of privacy concerns. Many people claim, these sites have made the world more public and less private -consequently a world with less morale is evolving. Some consider this social change as positive because people are more connected to each other. Nowadays almost all people use the social networking websites to share their ideas photos, videos, with their friends and relatives and even discuss many things about their daily life not only social issues but also others like politics which help lately to change the regime status in many countries such as Egypt Libya and Tunisia. in 1971 started the first communications in the form of social networks this happened in the past when the first email was send from one computer to another connected one. The data exchanged over the phone lines was happened in 1987 where bulletin board system set and web browsers were used for the first time to make to establish the principle of communication. In the following table we summarize the establishment of some famous social networking websites (see table- There are many types of social networking websites which fulfil the desires of different users. Some of them have their search engine [2] . Some others have tools that allow user to create their own social networks [3] . And so on.
Even, social networking websites have many advantages for users to communicate and exchanges information as we mention above, unfortunately, they have their negative impact! Most people spend all their time using such websites and forget about their duties and sometimes many use loss their life using such websites due to the illegal contents like pornographic, terrorism, religiolism and many other. See figure 2 ; that shows the number of users of social networking is increasing fast day by day. Hacker and cyber criminal have good chances to attack people using social networking websites where users generally don't take care of their sensitive and important information about themselves. Hackers can collect the needed information such as username, passwords and others to penetrate to the back account user and steal money (hackers uses what's named social engineering attack). See figure 2. There are many types of social networking websites which fulfil the desires of different users. Some of them have their search engine [2] . Some others have tools that allow user to create their own social networks [3] . And so on.
Even, social networking websites have many advantages for users to communicate and exchanges information as we mention above, unfortunately, they have their negative impact! Most people spend all their time using such websites and forget about their duties and sometimes many use loss their life using such websites due to the illegal contents like pornographic, terrorism, religiolism and many other. See figure 2 ; that shows the number of users of social networking is increasing fast day by day. Hacker and cyber criminal have good chances to attack people using social networking websites where users generally don't take care of their sensitive and important information about themselves. Hackers can collect the needed information such as username, passwords and others to penetrate to the back account user and steal money (hackers uses what's named social engineering attack). See figure 2. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the security policy background. Types of social networking websites are presented in section 3 analyses of cyber threats in social networking websites discussed in section 4. Anti-threat strategies have been recommended in section 5 . Positive Uses of Social Networks in section 6. We finished our paper with conclusion in section 7
SECURITY POLICY BACKGROUND
Social networking websites must satisfy many security issues to work successfully and to be used by people who unfortunately trust most of websites. Social networking websites should have save storage for personal data and tools for managing and securing data and control access to the saved data according some limitations. They must add some features to restrict individual data access from other users. Unfortunately most of social networks have not had applied this issues actually There are many attacks on social networks such as worms, viruses, Trojan horses and fishing websites. Malicious programs vulnerabilities and many others such as sql injection top attacks users should be worried about all types of attacks and have the right firewalls and software which protect them of being hack by cyber criminal
The more complex social networking websites need to be look a form of law prospects where many question should be address such as can we find exact evidence of the cyber crime happened any virtual world and how can a crime be committed?
TAXONOMY OF SOCIAL NETWORKS
In this section, we classify the existed social networking websites into groups according to country where they are used see table 2. 
CYBER THREATS IN SOCIAL NETWORKING WEBSITES
The most cyber threats to the social networking websites are: a) Malware; different types of virtuosos, warms and Trojan horses. For example kopfaas which is a type of warm electronically spread fast across the accounts of users in the social networking websites in which most time as users to update the multimedia player(flash) and when user approved downloading the malware software downloads the warm "cup face" and then this warm can penetrate to all other users connected to the one who approved the installation of the cup face. B) Phishing: this kind of a thread leads the victims to a fake website similar to the original one to steal information then the money of the objective user for example a message came from FBI on the facebook and clamed it is one of the criminal bureau of investigation in USA. D) Trojan Horses: a small code comes with major program with some hidden task of steal data. It is consider as one of popular malware which social networks give him a new spirit. Trojan become a tool for fraud and theft of bank accounts and sensitive data via social networks. E) Leakage of confidential of information as a results of a sense of social networks ,users trust all those who share information with them and unfortunately many times they may share more than they should both impersonal matters or their jobs where they works in organisation or other associations and this results in many problems of social legal ending. F) Condensed electronic links this happens when user makes short cut of the program that they use and many times this short cut leads friends of that user to another illegal websites. G) Impersonation: this is very important and sophisticated problem and may hurt the Vitim socially and politically according to the job of the person. It happens when a user creates accounts behalf of someone by his information to gain advantage of his identity and situation getting worst when other people who are link to that person and share the personal and impersonal information to him. Lately, social networks attract thousands of users who represent potential victims to attackers from the following types (Ref: Figure 4) [6, 7] . Phishing is a form of social engineering in which an attacker attempts to fraudulently acquire sensitive information from a victim by impersonating a trustworthy third party. Phishing attacks today typically employ generalized "lures". For instance, a hacker misrepresenting himself as a large banking corporation or popular on-line auction site will have a reasonable yield, despite knowing little to nothing about the recipient. Phishing attacks can incorporate greater elements of context to become more effective. In other forms of context aware phishing, an attacker would gain the trust of victims by obtaining information about their bidding history or shopping preferences. Phishing attacks can be honed by means of publicly available personal information from social networks [9] . First hackers and spammers who use social networks for sending fraudulent messages to victims "friend", Cybercriminals and fraudsters who use the social networks for capturing users data then carrying out their social-engineering attacks and Terrorist groups and sexual predators who create online communities for spreading their thoughts, propaganda, views and conducting recruitment. Now, how can you protect your privacy in social networking websites? There are many procedures, which help us to protect as much as possible our privacy when using social networks o Be careful and don't write any sensitive information in your profile page bulletin board, instant messaging or any other type of participation and electronic publishing in internet so that the identity could be protected against the thefts or security threats o Be skeptical because social networking websites are full of illegal users, hackers and cyber criminals o Be wise man and thinks twice before you write any think when using social networking websites o Be polite and do not publish any illegal picture and video and even don't write any abnormal messages and also reflects your personal impacts and be ambassador to all others on the internet o read the privacy policy of all social networks before using them Cyber threats that might the users face can be categorized into two categories.
PRIVACY RELATED THREATS
Privacy concerns demand that user profiles never publish and distribute information over the web. Variety of information on personal home pages may contain very sensitive data such as birth dates, home addresses, and personal mobile numbers and so on. This information can be used by hackers who use social engineering techniques to get benefits of such sensitive information and steal money.
4.1.TRADITIONAL NETWORKS THREATS
Generally, there are two types of security issues: One is the security of people. Another is the security of the computers people use and data they store in their systems. Since social networks have enormous numbers of users and store enormous amount of data, they are natural targets spammers, phishing and malicious attacks. Moreover, online social attacks include identity theft, defamation, stalking, injures to personal dignity and cyber bulling. Hackers create false profiles and mimic personalities or brands, or to slander a known individual within a network of friends.
ANTI THREATS STRATEGIES
Recent work in programming language techniques demonstrates that it is possible to build online services that guarantee conformance with strict privacy policies. On the other hand, since service providers need private data to generate revenue, they have a motivation to do the opposite. Therefore, the research question to be addressed is to what extent a user can ensure his/her privacy while benefiting from existing online services. A novel approach, called NOYB (None Of Your Business), was discussed in [7] , which provides privacy while preserving functionalities provided by service providers. Users willingly share personal identifying information, but do not have a clear idea of who accesses their private information or what portion of it really needs to be accessed. OSNs can be examined from a viewpoint of characterizing potential privacy leakage [10] . That is, we can identify what bits of information are currently being shared, how widely they are available, and what users can do to prevent such sharing. The third-party sites that track OSN users play a major role in these kinds of attacks causing privacy leakage on popular traditional websites. In the long run, we can identify the narrow set of private information that users really need to share to accomplish specific interactions on OSNs so that privacy can be enhanced further. Privacy can also be preserved by restricting the ability to recover the real data from the fake data to authorized users only.
In this section we present the different types of cyber threats in social networks and found the most of threats happens due to the factors which are listed as below: a) Most of the users are not concern with the importance of the personal information disclosure and thus they are under the risk of over disclosure and privacy invasions. b) Users, who are aware of the threats, unfortunately choose inappropriate privacy setting and manage privacy preference properly. c) The policy and legislation are not equipped enough to deal with all types of social networks threats which are increase day by day with more challenges, modern and sophisticated technologies. d) Lack of tools and appropriate authentication mechanism to handle and deal with different security and privacy issues.
Because of the above mentioned factors that cause threats, we recommended the following strategies for circumventing threats associated with social website: a) Building awareness the information disclosure: users most take care and very conscious regarding the revealing of their personal information in profiles in social websites. b) Encouraging awareness -raising and educational campaigns: governments have to provide and offer educational classes about awareness -raising and security issues. c) Modifying the existing legislation: existing legislation needs to be modified related to the new technology and new frauds and attacks. d) Empowering the authentication: access control and authentication must be very strong so that cybercrimes done by hackers, spammers and other cybercriminals could be reduced as much as possible. e) Using the most powerful antivirus tools: users must use the most powerful antivirus tools with regular updates and must keep the appropriate default setting, so that the antivirus tools could work more effectively. f) Providing suitable security tools: here, we give recommendation to the security software providers and is that: they have to offers some special tools for users that enable them to remove their accounts and to manage and control the different privacy and security issues.
FUTURE TRENDS OF SOCIAL NETWORKING WEBSITES
In spite of the development and advanced technologies in social networking websites adjustment, a few are listed as below: a) A need for more improvements for social networks so that they can allow users to manage their profiles and connecting tools. b) A need for convergence and integration of social networks and future virtual worlds. c) Needs for data integration from different networks, i.e. identification of all contents related to specific topic. This needs particular standards and sophisticated technology supported by social networks providers. d) Many social networks need standard application programming interfaces, so that users can import and export their profiling information by using standard tools. (For example, Facebook and Google have applied new technologies that allow user data portability among social websites, representing a new source of competition among social networking service).
Moreover, virtual worlds have distinct virtual economies and currency that based on the exchange of virtual goods. Games are one of the newest and most popular online application types on social websites. Here, we have to mention the importance of privacy and security to save users from fraudsters who attempt to steal social networking credentials and online money. Finally, we have to mention that the advances in the social websites and mobile-phone usage will effect on the growing of using mobile social networking by adding more features and application not only to mobiles, but also to social televisions for future chat, email, forums, and video conferencing [8, 9] .
RISKS PREVENTION AND THREATS VULNERABILITIES
In this Section, we supply with some important recommendations to help social network users stay save by applying the followings: a) Always have very strong passwords on your emails and other social web sites b) Limiting the provided personal information in the social web sites as much as you can c) Change your passwords regularly, so that your information can be out of reach by hackers. d) Provide with the minimum amount of information to the website and internet due to the publicity of the internet. e) Don't trust online others and don't answer on special questions from unknown users or companies i.e. be sceptical. f) Check privacy policies and be aware of unknown emails and links provides by unknown users. g) To prevent detecting emails address by spammer techniques, write the email:
xyz@hotmail.com as xyz at hotmail dot com.
THE POSITIVE USES OF SOCIAL NETWORKS
o Social networks can take advantages in the following pros o Personal communication is the most common use and perhaps the first spark of social network today was to personal communication between friends o Learning use the most positive fraud of social network should be in the area of e-learning which allow participation of all parties to communicate with each other in the system of education can be used as a multimedia classes in school and so on o Governmental use most of governmental departments today are communicating with the public through social networking websites by offering many governmental services online and applying what's named e-government o Offering e-news for all people. o Unless we reap the advantages of social networking websites, we should take care of defamation harassment, fraud , extortion and violation of private rights and public as well.
CONCLUSION
Although social networking websites offer advanced technology of interaction and communication, they also raise new challenges regarding privacy and security issues. In this paper, we briefly described the social networking web sites, summarized their taxonomy, and highlighted the crucial privacy and security issues giving some essential antithreats strategies with the perspective of the future of the social networking websites.
